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*Note- Before attempting the worksheet you must check the links given below which will help you in doing 

the same correctly. 
You can download the worksheets or if you do not have facility to get printout then you can ask your ward to copy the 
worksheet in a simple note book and must do exercise and question answers in the note book.
For better understanding kindly read NCERT book.

 YOUTUBE LINK:   https://youtu.be/tMiJJKq1YV4

       1. What were the basic principles of democracy?
People are the sources of all political power. In democracy respect is given to every group and its views.
Everybody has equal share in shaping public policies.

2. Name various forms of power sharing in India?
Horizontal power sharing
Vertical power sharing
Power shared among different social groups
Power shared among political parties and pressure groups

3. What is horizontal power sharing?
Power is shared among different organs of the govt. such as legislature, executive and judiciary.
In this power is shared at the same level to exercise different powers..

4. Name three organs of the government?
Legislature, Executive and Judiciary

5. What is vertical division of power sharing?
In vertical power sharing power is shared among different levels of the government.
Indian govt. have 4 levels of power sharing.
Local government                 State government                  Union government                  Indian government

6. What is power shared among different social groups?
In democracy, there have many different social groups exist. They also have regional and social differences.
There are constitutional and legal arrangements by which weaker and minority section of society are also 
benefitted by the rights. E.g. like community govt. in Belgium and reserved constituencies in India.

7. What is power sharing among political parties and pressure groups?
In democracy , the citizens have freedom to choose among various political parties.
Different political parties represent different ideologies and social groups.
Election ensures that power does not remain in one hand.




